IUPAC SEDS

DRAFT IUPAC TECHNICAL NOTES

Domain Expert Review
- Identify & Recruit Domain Expert Teams
- Review Technical Notes
- Produce "clean" test data

Q3 - 2007

ASTM E13.15

AnML Working Group
- finalize workflow to integrate Data Dictionaries into Technique Definitions

AnML WG
- Confirm format of Data Dictionaries conforms to their requirements (ongoing task)
- Use Test Data in Core & Software Development

Q4 - 2007

SEDs Working Party
- Revise Drafts
- Publish Technical Notes in Pure & Applied Chemistry

Q1 - 2008

PITTCON 2008

AnML Working Party
- Revise Drafts
- Resubmit to E13.15

AnML E13.15
- Accepts Technique Definitions in Subcommittee Vote

AnML E13
- Technique Definitions in Main Committee Ballot

PITTCON 2008

Q3 - 2008

DRAFT AnML TECHNIQUE DEFINITIONS

AnML WG
- Finalizes AnML Technique Definitions Documents

Aug Ballot

Q4 - 2008

Publish AnML Technique Definitions

Publish AnML Technique Layer Schemas